Glycol causes a denaturation of the DNA double helix structure in solution. As could be shown earlier, heat denaturation of DNA leads to an increased dimerization of thymine following uvirradiation. In contrast to this, thymine dimer is not increased -but is even slightly decreasedwhen DNA is uv-irradiated in the presence of glycol. These results are discussed with regard to the distortion of the hydration layer and the hydrophobic stacking of bases, as influenced by glycol. An diese Beobachtungen schloß S in a n o g l u 8 einige physikalisch-chemische Betrachtungen über die Bin dungskräfte in der Doppelhelix.
über die UV-Bestrahlung von Desoxyribonucleinsäure in Glykol Glycol causes a denaturation of the DNA double helix structure in solution. As could be shown earlier, heat denaturation of DNA leads to an increased dimerization of thymine following uvirradiation. In contrast to this, thymine dimer is not increased -but is even slightly decreasedwhen DNA is uv-irradiated in the presence of glycol. These results are discussed with regard to the distortion of the hydration layer and the hydrophobic stacking of bases, as influenced by glycol. 
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